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FLEX is a fast and versatile figure reference tool designed for all types of creatives. Built on a cutting
edge character creation platform, FLEX provides you with the same avatar customization of video

games combined with powerful figure posing and lighting tools. Kiss your wooden mannequin model
goodbye! FLEX’s realistic and customizable models, clothing, and hairstyles allow you to bring what’s

in your imagination to life – for anything from figure reference and illustration, to storyboarding,
architectural visualizations, and more. Once your unique character has taken form, it’s time to make

them FLEX. Incorporating 60 static poses and over 120 animations, FLEX allows you to find the
perfect pose pronto. Creating your own more extreme poses with the articulated joint gizmos is
intuitive and fluid. Lights, camera, action! Visualize your character in the right light with FLEX's

3-point lighting system. Before you capture your creation, make adjustments to the camera settings
until it’s picture perfect. With the ability to export your posed figure on a transparent background,

FLEX makes it simple to incorporate your creation into your other creative projects. See your
creations come to life in real-time! Select a male or female base model and you’re ready to start

crafting your character. Uniquely morph your mannequin with the ability to quickly change skin tone,
muscularity, and proportions. Muscle map, flat-grey, and topology textures highlight the contours of

the physique, or further customize your model with a variety of modern wardrobe and hairstyle
options. Achieve the perfect pose with ease! Select one of over 60 preset poses to get you started.
Want a pose that suggests a little more motion? Chose from over 100 animation clips, ranging from
basic gestures to more complex locomotion. Slide through each animation’s timeline to capture the
perfect moment in time. Fine tune the pose by dragging the joint gizmos to position your character's
body and hands with precision. Set the scene with realistic 3-point lighting! Adjust the key, fill, and

rim lighting in real-time, while using the preview window to see your character from all angles.
Adjust the tint, shadow strength, and global rotation of the lighting sources to create realistic

shadows and highlights. When everything is picture perfect, save your image in up to 4K resolution.
FLEX characters can be exported on a transparent background
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FLEX is a figure reference tool designed for all types of creatives. Mix and match over 100 custom
attires and hairstyles available as well as clothing parts and accessories so that your character can
look however you want it to! Create your own more extreme poses with the articulated joint gizmos
or slide through the over 100 animations to capture the perfect moment in time. FLEX gives you the

same key features as professional game engines like Unity or Unreal. The flexible and intuitive
modeling platform allows you to create characters with unprecedented ease. Our 8 degree of

freedom skeleton system and realistic cloth and hair simulation are comparable to professional tools,
while combining all these features in a fully integrated and fully configurable user interface. Create
your own realistic characters with low polygon models and live paintable images. Adjust the overall
shape, muscle mass and skin tone with our unique meat and facial map technology, as well as a live

topology slider. The unique physic engine ensures a realistic weight distribution on the body that
feels natural as if you were animating a real person. Add extra complexity to your character with
professional animations. FLEX animates all your joints individually and exports them to external

applications such as Adobe After Effects and Unity. FLEX is currently available in English and French.
English comes with 20 male and 20 female cloth presets to get started quickly. French comes with
24 male and female cloth presets to get started quickly. The English version is set to be released
next month and will be priced at $119.99 / €79.99. The French version is set to be released in late

2016 and will be priced at $149.99 / €99.99 Features Male and female figures 60+ static poses Over
120 animations 3-point lighting system 120+ clothing and hair options for figure creation Durable

model (up to 60K polygon count) Realistic skin, muscle, hair, and weight distribution Cloth simulation
Live paintable images Animates joints to add a live animation to your character Exports animations

to Adobe After Effects and Unity This book contains all the content that is given within the Starter Kit
for FLEX. So i got the FLEX Starter Kit. How to do I install it? First thing is first, you should have the

Flex version that the starter pack includes, version 1.1. Now you need to download the FLEX
Launcher APP. I don't have it yet d41b202975

Flex - Figure Reference Crack + Free Download [Mac/Win]

Show More... What's new Version 1.19.2 - Fix the issue that some apps cannot run on Android Oreo -
Fix the issue that the "Vectorize Face" button is not clickable on Android Oreo Version 1.19.1 - Adjust

the appearance of the 3-point lighting - New "Trace Skin Tone" feature Version 1.19 - New
Animations for Men! - New Animations for Women! - New Weapons for Men and Women! - New Hair
for Men and Women! - New Skin Tone for Men and Women! - New Updated Hair Cuts for Men and

Women! - New Vocal Key, Pick and Roll Key for Women! - New Trim and Neckline Style for Men and
Women! - New Version of "Lion or Cheetah" Headgear for Men and Women! - New Version of "Slinky
Dress" for Men and Women! - New Women's Mini Dress - New Women's Tees - New Women's Skirt -

New Women's Dress - New Women's Tops - New Men's Tops - New Women's Accessories - New Men's
Accessories - New Men's Costume - New Women's Costume - New Men's Skirt - New Men's Dress -

New Men's Coat - New Men's Shirt - New Men's Accessory - New Men's Hat - New Men's Jacket - New
Men's Skin Tone - New Men's Hair Cut - New Men's Beard - New New Men's Beard - New Men's Lip -
New Men's Weight - New Men's Trim - New Men's Neckline - New Men's Hat - New Men's Top - New
Men's Coat - New Men's Skirt - New Men's Tops - New Men's Skin Tone - New Men's Hair Cut - New

Men's Beard - New Men's Lip - New Men's Weight - New Men's Trim - New Men's Neckline - New
Men's Hat - New Men's Top - New Men's Coat - New Men's Skirt - New Men's Dress - New Men's Tops -

New Men's Skin Tone - New Men's Hair Cut - New Men's Beard - New Men's Lip - New

What's new:
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album or remix, use Flex for your reference They are fast, light
and easy to use. Flex is a lightweight and very compact

solution. It offers the necessary features to make referencing,
editing and exporting your illustrations as precise as you want

them to be. Flex is keyboard driven and can be used in a
fullscreen mode or in a windowed mode. Flex offers many new

features such as: A new Tear-Off feature that allows you to
combine multiple canvases. A new Split feature that allows you
to split the current canvas in half or in thirds. Optional support

for transparent and alpha blended layers. Selection of
Background, Group or Separate Support for an unlimited

number of canvases in a folder. Font previewing in canvases.
Support for zooming in on any image. Ink tool that allows you

to directly edit a selected point. Note taking. And much more...
With Flex you get an easy to use, yet powerful solution for

creating, editing and publishing illustrations. How to use Flex?
Introduction to FlexBasic. Although using FlexBasic gives you
the basics of how to use Flex, you should first experience Flex

on a trainer tutorial and go through all the tutorials in Flex
mode. Flex Troubleshooting Flex and software updates have
become pretty reliable in the last years. If you experience

problems with your Flex, or you want to know how to update
your software, see the Troubleshooting section in Flex.

Contents With Flex, you can easily make, select, edit, resize,
crop and export illustrations Flex supports many types of

layered images. They can be imported into separate canvases
or from the same file. PNG (grayscale or RGB) with

transparency. Raster Graphic Formats. E.g. TIFF, TGA, PSD,
Photoshop EPS, PDF. Vector graphic format. E.g. AI, PDF, EPS,

EPSF, EPSON, PDF, PS, PSF, SVG. Flex also supports the
following programs: Photoshop, Gimp, CorelDraw, XnView Flex

Features In Flex, you get the following features:
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You can find and download Flex - Figure Reference

System Requirements:

PC: Intel Core i5-4690 2.8 GHz or AMD equivalent 8GB RAM
Windows 7 or later HDD space (Free space): 4GB Sound Card:
DirectX 9.0 compatible sound card DirectX: 8.1 AMD HD 7xxx

series or later ATI HD 7xxx series or later Intel HD 3000 or AMD
equivalent NVIDIA HD 6000 series or later Nvidia PureVideo: 5.2

or above, as installed
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